EXPORAIL

The Westside Blue Line

From Santa Monica to downtown L.A., Westside jobs to Staples Center, this old “Red Car” line can become an alternative to gridlock on one of the busiest freeways in the world. The MTA is evaluating uses for unspent federal subway money; the best Westside choice is this light rail line!

Light rail is a popular success in Portland (far left), San Francisco (left), San Diego, San Jose—“Silicon Valley”, Sacramento, Dallas, and especially our own Long Beach Blue Line (busiest in the U.S. with over 55,000 riders per day).

We need the speed, comfort, and capacity of light rail in this high-density corridor (greater than even the Long Beach Blue Line and 2-3 times Portland or San Diego). Your support matters; please contact us and your elected officials.

www.exporail.net

The Exposition Rail Coalition is an independent citizens group, volunteering for Exposition and other effective transit in Los Angeles.
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